


Q1. What is a computer virus? 

 A computer virus is a malicious software 

program that can generate multiple copies 

of itself, developed with the intent of 

destroying data, application programs and 

system programs. 









Q2.How does computer virus transfer /  

      spread? 

 Computer virus transfers/spreads in the 
following ways: 

 a) Through the Internet 

 b) Through virus infected pen drive 

 c) Through pirated software 

 d) Through the email 



Q3. Mention the types of computer 

       viruses. 

 The followings are the types of computer 
viruses: 

 a) Boot sector virus 

 b) Program virus 

 c) Multipartite virus 

 d) Polymorphic virus 

 e) Stealth virus 

 f) Macro virus 



Q4. What is a Boot sector virus? 

 It is a computer virus designed to infect the 

boot sector of the disk. It modifies or 

replaces the executable program in the boot 

sector of the disk preventing the computer 

from being able to boot or start up. 

 eg. Disk killer,  

      Danish boot etc. 



Q5.What is program/file infecting virus? 

 Program / file infecting virus is a 
computer virus that infects executable 
program files having extensions such 
as .exe, .com, .dll etc. It modifies the 
content of executable files interfering 
them from running. 

 eg. Alien.298, Crazy.A 



Q6. What is Multipartite virus? 

 It is a virus with both the combined 
features of boot sector virus and 
program virus. 

 eg. Invader, Tequila etc. 



Q7. What is polymorphic virus? 

It is a virus that changes its virus signature 

every time it replicates and infects a  new 

file so that an anti virus program may not 

detect it. 

 eg. Phoenix, Evil etc. 

  

 
 



what is virus signature? 



Q8. What is stealth virus? 

It is a virus that hides itself making hard to 

detect. 

eg. Frodo, Joshi 

 

  

 

 

 
 

  

 
 



Q9. What is Macro virus ? 

 
      It is a virus that infects the software 

documents like MS-Word, MS-Excel etc. 

causing a sequence of actions to be 

performed automatically when the 

application is started. 

 eg. DMV, nuclear etc. 



Q10. What are the symptoms of virus 

          infection in the computer? 

 

 
 The followings are the symptoms of virus infection 

in the computer: 

 a) It takes a long time to load program. 

 b) The computer system either shuts down or 

       restarts automatically. 

 c) The computer system hangs from time to time. 

 d) Strange message and unwanted figure can be 

        seen on the screen. 

 e) It renames the files with different names. 



Q11. Write the preventive measures to  

        protect the computer from virus infection. 

  The followings are the preventive measures to protect the 
computer from virus infection: 

 a) Do not use pirated software. 
 b) Install a good anti virus program and update it 

regularly. 
 c) Scan the mail and unknown files of the Internet before 
        opening them. 
 d) Never load an unknown disk into your system unless 
        you make sure it is virus free. 
 e) Use the password system to avoid unauthorized use of 
     the computer. 



Q12. What is anti virus software? Give  examples. 

 

  Anti virus software is a program designed 

to detect and remove viruses from the 

computer system. 

 eg.  a) Norton Anti Virus 

   b) McAfee 

   c) AVG 

   d) Kasparesky 


